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Date: 27 January 2016 
 
 
Christine Grahame MSP 
Convener, Justice Committee 
c/o The Justice Committee Clerks 
Room T2.60 
The Scottish Parliament 
EDINBURGH 
EH99 1SP 

   
 

 
 

Philip Gormley QPM 
Chief Constable 

 

 

By email 
 
Dear Convener 
 
Interception of Communication by Police Scotland 
 
I have been made aware that the Committee has addressed a letter to me 
inviting my attendance to the Committee meeting on the 2nd February 2016, 
although I have not yet received the letter I thought it helpful if I replied. I have 
viewed the letter online and I believe you are looking for a reply ‘by no later 
than 12 noon on Wednesday 27 January’. 
 
I believe that the evidence provided by DCC Richardson and ACC Nicolson 
from the Committees questions is a fair and accurate reflection of events.  
 
From your letter it is clear to me that this is an invitation but add you may take 
other options to request my evidence. Further to this I have viewed the 12th 
January edition of BBC Scotland 2016 programme where the Deputy 
Convener alluded to this further invitation to attend and stated in respect of 
myself and my colleagues that ‘they do not obviously have to accept, there is 
no suggestion that we would compel them to come to Committee’. 
 
Therefore if an option available is for the Committee to write to me providing 
me with details indicating where they believe I can assist them, I would of 
course undertake to do so and provide as much detail as I could, with due 
consideration  of the Investigatory Powers Tribunal process. 
 
My position is that, whilst a legal process is ongoing, the IPT, and I may be 
further restricted by the safeguards provided by RIPA, I believe I can add no 
further detail, over and above that already set out to you, through my 
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attendance at the Committee. Indeed until the IPT is concluded I may place 
myself and others at detriment by providing evidence in a public forum.  
 
Taking the above into consideration, therefore, I can confirm that I wish to 
respectfully decline your invitation to attend the Committee on the 2nd 
February 2016. However, once the IPT deliberations are concluded I would, of 
course, consider any future invitation from the Committee to attend. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Clark Cuzen 
Detective Chief Superintendent 
Counter Corruption Unit 
Police Scotland 
 


